
 

22 November 2018 

 
Company Update from CEO 

 
 
Dear Investors, 
  
Firstly, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Australian investing public and all of our 
shareholders for such a fantastic listing experience on the ASX. We very much appreciate the strong 
support received from both our existing and new shareholders and we look forward to repaying that 
support with hard work and development of our unique and patented brand protection technology. 
The ASX has given us a house and we intend to make this our home.  
  
We own and have commenced commercialising technology that permanently and irrevocably 
marks any object whether solid, liquid or gas, allowing identification, authentication, supply chain 
movements tracking and quality assurance for countless products across virtually every industry. 
  
The unique patented technology comprises a chemical-based hidden “barcode” system, alongside a 
unique “reader” with the ability to identify each individual code, and a blockchain record to store and 
protect ownership of data. 
 
 Since completing our listing in October, we have achieved a number of material operational 
developments that will drive growth in the months and years to come. Details of these milestones are 
listed below.  
 
Intel Ingenuity Partner Program 
 
Since successfully listing on the ASX, we announced that we have been accepted into the Intel 
Ingenuity Partner Program (IPP), a Corporate Accelerator based in Israel. 
 
The IPP start-up program began in 2015 and has already supported 36 companies, raising a total of 
$280 million in funding over the three years and saw Argus Cyber Security complete a $430M exit.  
 
Acceptance into this program represents a landmark for us as we have the opportunity to work with 
the experts at Intel to enhance our technical offering and explore how our technology can be utilised 
by Intel to safeguard and enhance its products. We are also able to leverage their technology 
resources and Intel’s extensive network of connections. Participating in this program is a great 
opportunity for us and it provides additional validation of our technology.   
 
The launch ceremony of the IPP was held in Tel Aviv, Israel on the 15th of October where all participants 
presented. 
 
Commenting on Security Matters selection - Irit Ezra, Operations Manager of the Intel IPP said: 
“Physical materials security is becoming critical across the industry and specifically the semiconductors 
industry and its verticals. Marking technologies such as Security Matters develops enable serialisation 
and traceability of raw materials, assets and finished goods”. 
 
SMX is currently negotiating distribution agreements with several major Electronics companies  that 
will shorten the company’s time-to-market in the electronics sector. 
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New Patent - Plastic Pollution in the Agriculture Sector 
 
Additionally, on October 22nd we announced that we have submitted a new patent application for our 
technological solution that addresses plastic pollution in the agriculture sector. The patent pertains to 
a technology used for identifying plastic fragments and shreds found in crops, either from packages, 
stacks or bales of crop or within a moving bulk of crop (for example, during the post-harvest 
processing).  
 
SMX is in negotiations with several market players for commercialization of a solution based on this 
Intellectual Property. 
 
Increased exposure to the agriculture industry  
 
SMX has signed an agreement for a pilot project with Hazera Seeds for implementing a brand 
protection solution for seeds. Hazera is a Dutch-Israeli seeds company that is a pioneer in 
implementation of technology. 
 
This agreement is part of SMX’s strategy to provide a complete farm-to-plate solution for various 
agricultural and food products. The company is currently negotiating several other agreements with 
companies in that field, including for a solution of quality and liability issues for animal’s feed. 
 
R&D plans 
 
Since the IPO, SMX has also pushed forward its R&D plans as described in the prospectus for the 
development of a 2nd generation Reader and a set of thousands of Markers for the Plastics & 
Electronics sectors. These developments will scale up SMX’s abilities and allow for commercialization 
of the technology. 
 
These announcements represent milestones achieved by the Company on the pathway to 
commercialisation and support our business model of penetrating global markets.  
 
I expect the company to grow strongly in the coming months and my focus remains unchanged, to 
build and commercialise a ‘white-label’ B2B technology company with an Australian client base. I 
continue to push forward with all commercial discussions that are currently underway and we are 
working to increase sales with our channel partners.  
 
Attached is an updated Company Presentation giving an overview of the Company’s technology and 
growth strategy. 
 
As detailed in our Company Presentation, prior to the IPO, we developed strategic relationships with 
a number of large enterprises to explore how our technology can be utilised by each enterprise.  
 
Details of some of the main agreements are outlined below.  
 

 BASF SE (ETR:BAS) – a EUR67.32 billion company listed on the Frankfurt, London and Zurich stock 
exchanges. Headquartered in Germany, BASF is the world’s largest chemical producer and is 
currently negotiating with SMX on a proof of concept project.  
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 Kafrit Group (TASE:KAFR) – a US$118 million Israeli-based plastic manufacturer listed on the Tel 
Aviv stock exchange. Kafrit has partnered with SMX for the manufacture and sale of solutions to 
the plastic and packaging market.  
 

 Crossworks Manufacturing – a Canadian based diamond industry group. Crossworks is currently 
collaborating with SMX on a proof of concept for the marking and tracing of diamonds. 
 

 The Perth Mint (ASX:PMGOLD) – Australia’s official bullion mint, wholly owned by the 
Government of Western Australia, has signed a memorandum of understanding for the mutual 
development of a solution tailored to the gold sector. 

 
Lastly, I am pleased to advise that I will be returning to Australia next week for a number of customer 
and business development meetings. During this time, we will be holding a webinar to keep investors 
abreast of our operational developments since the IPO. The webinar will be held on Monday the 26th 
November at 2:00pm.  
 
To register please follow: https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/4955105676041796107 where 
we will present the attached Company Presentation.  
 
Participants will be invited to submit questions during the webinar or alternatively questions can be 
emailed beforehand to Hannah.howlett@mcpartners.com.au. The Company will endeavour to 
answer as many questions as possible.  
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
Haggai Alon  
Founder and CEO 

--Ends-- 
 
 
 
For further information, please contact: 

 
Corporate Enquiries 

 
Media Enquiries 

Nathan Barbarich Imogen Conyers 
RM Corporate Finance Media and Capital Partners 
P:  08 6380 9200 P: 0405 191 257 
E: nbarbarich@rmcf.com.au  E: imogen.conyers@mcpartners.com.au 

 
 
About Security Matters Limited 
Security Matters has commenced the commercialisation of its unique, patented technology that uses a hidden 
chemical-based ‘barcode’ to permanently and irrevocably ‘mark’ any object, be it solid, liquid or gas. The 
barcode is read using the company’s unique ‘reader’ to access the corresponding stored data, recorded and 
protected using blockchain technology. F
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Overview

THE INTELLIGENCE ON THINGSF
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Disclaimer

This Security Matters Ltd. (“Company”) presentation (the “CP”) has been prepared solely for information purposes. It is being furnished to you (the “Recipient”) 

under the terms of non-disclosure agreement entered into between the recipient and the Company as part of discussions to undertake a transaction (the “Transaction”) 

to raise funds for the Company. The sole purpose of the CP is to assist the Recipient in deciding whether to proceed with further discussions with the Company for the 

purpose of entering into a possible Transaction with the Company. This CP, alongside any other information conveyed with it, is for the use of the Recipient of only 

and must be: (1) kept confidential by the Recipient; (2) not duplicated nor used for other purposes besides described in the non-disclosure agreement entered into 

between the Company and the Recipient; (3) not transferred to or discussed with any third party, without Security Matters’ prior written approval, including ASX 

officials and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.

The information contained herein has been prepared to assist interested parties in making their own evaluation of the Company and does not purport to be all-

inclusive or to contain all of the information that an interested party may desire. In all cases, the Recipient should conduct its own investigation and analysis of the 

Company and of the data set forth in the CP.  No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by the Company or any of their affiliates, subsidiaries, 

agents, advisors or representatives as to the accuracy or completeness of the information furnished to any interested party or Recipient of the CP or otherwise 

(including, without limitation, any oral, written or other communication transmitted to the Recipient in the course of its evaluation of the Company). The Company 

expressly disclaims any and all liability which may be based on such information, errors therein or omissions there from. The CP may include certain statements, 

estimates, and unaudited projections with respect to the anticipated future performance of the Company. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy 

of any such statements, estimates, or projections. The only information that will have any legal effect will be that which is specifically represented or warranted in a 

definitive agreement relating to a potential Transaction, if and when a Transaction is concluded.
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Security Matters owns and has commenced commercialising the technology to 

permanently and irrevocably “mark” any object either solid, liquid or gas, allowing 

identification, proof of authenticity, tracking supply chain movements & quality assurance 

for countless products in virtually every industry.

Security Matters’ unique patented technology comprises a chemical-based hidden 

"barcode" system, alongside a unique “reader” to identify these codes, and a blockchain 

record to store and protect ownership of data. 

Security Matters Technology 
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential4

Overview

To be the global record of physical goods

Provide durable physical marking & tagging, with embedded 
digital blockchain coding to identify & track

Originally created by the Israeli Government (Soreq Research 
Center) for classified National Security purposes

The Vision |

Technology 
Genesis

Our 
Offering 
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Investment Highlights

5

Source IP is
Proven

In use by State of Israel 
for National Security 

Purposes

Large Addressable 
Market 

Growing market in 
need of innovative 

solutions

Experienced Board 
of Directors 

Leading emerging 
technology companies from 
start-up to large profitable 

companies

Partnerships

Agreements entered into 
with leading plastics, 

electronics and precious 
metals companies

Unique Innovative 
Technology 

Offers end to end solution 
for owners to fully protect 
and track & trace products
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Capital Structure (SMX.ASX)

6

Total shares on issue 97,500,000

Pre-IPO Shares (escrowed 12-24 months) 55,500,041

Convertible Notes (escrowed according to ASX cash formula) 11,999,959

IPO Shares 30,000,000

Listing Price $0.20

Market Capitalisation at IPO $19,500,000

Gross Proceeds from Offer $6 million

Enterprise Value at IPO $13,500,000

Lead Manager Options 5,515,293

Performance Options 15,000,000

ESOP Options 8,805,864

Existing Shareholders Options 4,000,000

Performance Milestones

1)   $1 million revenue per half year for 2 consecutive half 
years plus completion of bank of 25,000 markers for plastics 
industry and completion of preliminary design of reader
(5 million options)

2)   $2 million revenue per half year for 2 consecutive half 
years plus completion of bank of 25,000 markers   for 
electronics industry plus completion of critical design of 
reader and integration of blockchain software adaption to 
the reader software
(5 million options)

3)   $4 million revenue per half year for 2 consecutive half 
years plus design and construction of automatic marker 
production machine plus completion of new reader at cost 
per reader of less than US$7,500
(5 million options) 
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Company History

7

Market testing & 

tech testing

12 Patents 

covering marking, 

reading & 

hardware

Establishing 
relationships 
with industry 

leaders

Agreements 

signed with 

industry leaders

Generating 

revenues

2015
Company 

Founded

2016
Developed IP 

& Team

2017
Commenced 

Commercialization

2018
IPO & ASX 

Listing

Seed Investment

US$4.4M 

IPO Raising A$6m

Pre-IPO Raising A$1.7MF
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

The Solution
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Value Proposition

1. Protection and authentication

of brand uniqueness

2. Supply chain validation via traceability

for material in final product

3. Product liability and quality assurance

during and post process

4. Regulation compliance for sustainability

Authenticity Brand
Liability

Supply Chain 
Management

Quality
Assurance

9

The Company provides a turnkey solution to solve the following challenges:
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Raw 
Material

Original 
Parts

Final Parts 
Assembly

Packaging

Supply Chain 
Integrity

B2B

10

Supply Chain Management

 Marker embedded and recorded 

to Blockchain

 Material identified via markers 

 Possible 2nd layer topical marking

 Ownership of goods tracked

 Goods accepted and transferred with or without reading

 Source and authenticity of parts confirmed

 Possible extra topical marking layer

 Packaging marked

 Package linked to product in digital record

Tracking of full product life cycleF
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

3 Foundations

11

Marker
(Chemical Tracer)

Unique Reader

Algorithm
(Cloud and Blockchain 

Technology)

The Company’s technology works as a track and trace system using a ‘Marker’, a unique ‘Reader’, 

and an unique ‘Algorithm’ embedded with in the reader and recording systems.
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Implementing markers without 
changing production procedures

(Low concentration, visible or 
invisible makers)

Marker embedded 
IN or ON product

Marker 
production

Our unique reader identifies 
our marker at select locations

Marker information is “read” by 
unique reader and stored in 
the cloud and recorded to 

blockchain

Simple & Flexible Process

12

Read marker and 
record

Product tracked
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential13

Multi-layer Protection

Marker A
Embedded or 

coated in product

Logo

Marker B
Embedded in 
sealing layer

Marker C
Embedded in 
barrier layer

Marker D
Embedded in 

packaging layer

Unique ability to read through multiple layers and packaging!
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Business Strategy
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Strategy

15

Our strategy is to identify & service market leaders across sectors, 

providing a white label solution to solve brand owner issues away from public attention.

Partner with 
global market 

leaders of 
various 

industries

Current-
3 years

Become the 
industry 

standard in key 
industries with 

help of 
customers

3-5 
years

Adoption of 
technology by 
regulators with 

support of 
industry and its 
major players

5-7 
years

Market Leader 

Adoption

Become the 

Industry Standard
Regulatory 

Adoption

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Business Model

16

Who is willing 
to pay?

• Brand owners (B2B brands as well as B2C)

• OEM’s (Original Equipment Manufacturers)

• Owners of complex supply chains

What are they 
paying for?

Who sells it to 
the customer?

• Set up fee for initial consultation

• Marker implementation fee (typically on a per item or per kg basis) and 
sale or lease of readers

• Ongoing service fees for reading, blockchain and other support services

• Partners with revenue share or royalty mechanism

• Direct sell by Security MattersF
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Verticals & Agreements

17

4
Protecting proprietary 
raw materials

3
Electronics & Silicon 
wafer manufacturing

2 Diamonds

5 Gold

1 Plastic
Partnership for manufacturing and selling 
solutions to plastic and packaging market 

Proof of concept in place

Accepted to Intel Ingenuity Partner Program 

Co-operation with performance Chemicals 
division for first proof of concept

Memorandum of understanding in place for 
mutual development of solution for gold sector
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

The Security Matters Advantage

18

 Capability to mark matter at any state: Solid, Liquid and Gas

 Agreements signed with Industry Leaders

 Capability to have Durable Markers

 Capability to have Numerous Codes using blockchain

 Capability to Read Through packaging, enabling multi-layered solution for Goods & Packaging

 Drop in solution – no additional processes required

 Enabler of Industry 4.0* through on site connected tracing abilities

* Industry 4.0 – Automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

The Team

19

Amir Bader
Non-Executive Director

20 years experience in agriculture, holding 
managerial positions in major projects across 
Europe and Israel.

Jovanka Naumoska
Non-Executive Director

15 years experience as a corporate lawyer with 
ASX board-level experience.

Non-Executive Director for Imagion 
Biosystems (IBX)

Haggai Alon 
CEO & Executive Director

Co-founder of Security Matters.

Ministry of Defense – Chief coordinator of 
military industry.

Over 17 years of experience commercialising 
technology.

Ed Hofland
Executive Chairman

Co-founder of Security Matters.

Chairman of several successful Israeli 
companies, including Arava Power and Algatech.

Leon Kempler, AM
Advisory Board Member

Currently National Chairman of the Australia-
Israel Chamber of Commerce and Chairman of 
the Questacon Advisory Council (National 
Science and technology Centre)

Dr. Gregory J Clark AC
Non-Executive Director

15 years leadership experience in the IBM 
Research Division in New York.

Former Director of the ANZ Banking Group.

Was also President and COO of, the world’s 
largest commercial satellite manufacturer, 
Loral Space and Communications

Major General Ami Shafran
Head of Advisory Board

Former head of the Israeli Defense Force 
Information and Communication Technology 
Command.

Chairman of Elsight Ltd, a successful Israeli 
technology company listed on the ASX.

John Poynton, AO
Advisory Board Member

Extensive career, serving in board and senior 
management positions for ASX listed 
companies and Federal Government boards

Director of Crown Perth 

David Rosenblatt
Executive Director & Vice-Chairman

Co-founder  of Security Matters.

Managing Director at Black Rock, has extensive 
experience building established businesses and 
Silicon Valley start-ups.
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

The Year Ahead

20

Further development of the  Proprietary Reader Generation 2.0 and SaaS 

platform

Advance proof of concept agreements with existing partners

Expand our library of Customised Markers

Sign commercial agreements with industry leading companies 

Continue to secure new partnerships and collaborations
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Activity update- a month 
after the IPO
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Intel IPP

22

• Acceptance into Intel’s Ingenuity Partner Program (IPP) validates SMX’s technology and 

provides an opportunity to build relationships with Intel and other technology 

companies

• SMX is one of 12 companies accepted into the Program based in Israel for start-up 

companies with innovative and disruptive technology

• The Program acts as a forum for companies to explore the future of technology and 

provides the opportunity to develop products and concepts

• Provides an opportunity to utilise one-on-one guidance with Intel’s technical experts to 

improve SMX’s products and develop its technical offeringF
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Patent application for agriculture sector

23

• Security Matters has filed a Patent application (US Provisional Application No. 

62/747,293) relating to detection of plastic contamination within crops

• The technology will be used to mark plastic and agricultural products such as nets, 

films and packages for accurate identification at a later date

• Plastic pollution of farmland and agricultural produce is a global problem with 

between 100,000 and 700,000 metric tons of microplastic added annually in North 

America and Europe alone

• The technology identifies the source and type of plastic contamination in the crop, 

enabling extraction and preventionF
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

Pilot agreement in Seeds market

24

• Signed proof of concept project with Hazera Seeds (‘Hazera’) to embed ecological 

markers into seeds

• Hazera is a leading player in the agriculture industry, headquartered in Israel and The 

Netherlands with subsidiaries in 12 countries, servicing over 100 markets 

• A successful project will enable Hazera to track and trace its seeds throughout the sale 

and distribution process, providing additional brand and product protection 

• All results and conclusions of the project will remain the property of Security Matters

• Partnering with Hazera cements SMX’s exposure in the agriculture industry and 

supports its growth strategy of generating a global footprint F
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Security Matters, Ltd. Confidential

THANK YOU!

Bryce Gould
bgould@rmcf.com.au

RM Corporate 

Finance

Haggai Alon

E. haggai@securitymattersltd.com

Nathan Barbarich
nbarbarich@rmcf.com.au
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